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The presence of a scattering medium in the imaging path be-1

tween an object and an observer is known to severely limit2

the visual acuity of the imaging system. We present an ap-3

proach to circumvent the deleterious effects of scattering, by4

exploiting spectral correlations in scattered wavefronts. Our5

Synthetic Wavelength Holography (SWH) method is able to re-6

cover a holographic representation of hidden targets with high7

resolution over a wide field of view. The complete object field8

is recorded in a snapshot-fashion, by monitoring the scattered9

light return in a small probe area. This unique combination of10

attributes opens up a plethora of new Non-Line-of-Sight imag-11

ing applications ranging from medical imaging and forensics, to12

early-warning navigation systems and reconnaissance. Adapt-13

ing the findings of this work to other wave phenomena will help14

unlock a wider gamut of applications beyond those envisioned15

in this paper.16

Introduction17

There are numerous instances of imaging within the physi-18

cal sciences wherein an opaque barrier (such as a wall) or19

a scattering medium (such as fog or tissue) impedes direct20

view of the object. Over the years, many attempts [1–13]21

have been made to non-invasively recover images of objects22

obscured from direct view. These techniques are collectively23

referred to as ’Non Line-of-Sight Imaging’ (NLoS) in our24

work. The problem is enjoying renewed attention due to25

emerging applications in autonomous navigation, planetary26

exploration, industrial inspection, and early-warning systems27

for first-responders [14–23].28

Broadly speaking, current approaches to NLoS imaging29

circumvent the effect of scatter in one of two geometries: dis-30

crete scattering events distributed across multiple interfaces31

such as walls, and continuous scattering within a volume such32

as fog or tissue. Herein, we introduce a holographic approach33

- “Synthetic Wavelength Holography” (SWH) - that advances34

the state-of-the-art in NLoS imaging by exploiting spectral35

correlations in scattered light to see through any scattering36

geometry.37

We make specific use of the observation that coherent38

light at two closely spaced wavelengths λ1,λ2 traversing near39

identical geometric paths in a scattering medium, preserves40

phase information at scales exceeding a ’Synthetic Wave-41

length’ (SWL) Λ >> λ1,λ2 [24, 25]. We provide experi-42

mental evidence corroborating the above claim. Moreover,43

we establish that the optimal choice of the SWL scales with44

increasing scatter, and the synthetic phase computed at the45

distal end of the scattering medium encodes a holographic46

description of the obscured objects. The mathematical prin-47

ciples underlying the proposed imager concept expand the48

understanding of light transport in the presence of scatter.49

A specific embodiment of the NLoS imaging problem is50

the task of looking around corners. We use this task to in-51

troduce the proposed approach and provide a basis for the52

comparative assessment with competing approaches. Exist-53

ing schemes for imaging around corners attempt to recover54

the obscured scene by either exploiting the finite speed of55

light ("Time of Flight" ToF based techniques [16–19]) or56

spatial correlations in scattered light ("Memory Effect" ME57

based techniques [20, 25–29]).58

ToF based NLoS Imaging techniques recover a surface rep-59

resentation of the hidden scene by probing the scene with a60

temporally modulated source, and recording the response us-61

ing fast detectors. The process is repeated across multiple62

spatial locations (so-called ’virtual sources and detectors’ -63

VS and VD) of an intermediary surface such as a wall or64

floor that is simultaneously visible to the obscured objects65

and the NLoS sensor unit. Recent work in the area [16–66

19] has demonstrated results with cm-scale lateral resolution67

over a 1m× 1m× 1m volume, and in select cases provid-68

ing near real-time reconstructions. The approach, however,69

is limited by the need for raster-scanning large areas on the70

intermediary VS/VD surface whose dimensions are compa-71

rable to the obscured volume.72

The second class of techniques for imaging around cor-73

ners exploits spatial or angular correlations in scattered74

light [20, 25–29]. The images of obscured objects recov-75

ered using these techniques feature the highest lateral resolu-76

tion (< 100µm at 1m standoff), for the smallest probing area77

on the intermediary VS/VD surface (< few cm). The im-78

proved resolution, however, comes at the expense of a highly79

restricted angular FoV (< 2○), as determined by the angu-80

lar decorrelation of scattered light (Memory Effect [30, 31]).81

The ME does not only limit the FoV, but also (even more82

severe!) the maximal possible size of the measured object83
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Fig. 1. Imaging objects obscured from direct view using ’Synthetic Wavelength Holography’(SWL). The approach combines four key attributes highlighted in the
following NLoS application scenarios: In each example, a scattering surface or medium is used to indirectly illuminate, and intercept light scattered by the hidden objects.
a) A small probing area allows to inspect defects in tightly confined spaces, e.g., in running aircraft engines. b) A large FoV allows to measure/detect hidden objects without
previous knowledge of their position as, e.g., important when navigating in degraded visual environments. c) High spatial resolution allows for the measurement of small
structures, such as non-invasive imaging of brain vessels through the skull. d) High temporal resolution allows to image objects in motion, e.g., to discern cardiac arrhythmia
through the chest. The combination of these attributes in a single approach is unprecedented in the current state of the art.

which cannot be larger than the FoV.84

The wide disparity in the FoV and resolution of cur-85

rent NLoS Imaging schemes greatly limits their utility. We86

demonstrate how to recover a truly holographic description87

of the obscured scene with a high spatial resolution, over a88

wide field of regard. Our SWH approach exploits spectral89

correlations in scattered light at optical wavelengths λ1,λ290

to assemble a hologram of the obscured objects at the SWL91

Λ = λ1λ2
∣λ1−λ2∣

. The approach combines a unique set of capabil-92

ities in providing a degree of versatility that is unmatched by93

competing NLoS approaches:94

• Small Probing Area (see Fig. 1a): ToF based NLoS95

schemes use probing areas ∼ 1m×1m. SWH provides96

the ability to image obscured objects in tightly con-97

fined spaces by simultaneously illuminating and ob-98

serving a small area (58mm× 58mm in our experi-99

ments). Potential applications include inline defect de-100

tection and inspection in heavy machinery such as run-101

ning turbines, and endoscopic imaging applications.102

• Large Field of View (see Fig. 1b): ME-based ap-103

proaches produce highly restricted FOVs (< 2○ for dry-104

wall), while SWH provides the ability to recover holo-105

grams of obscured objects over a hemispherical FoV106

that far exceeds the limited angular extent of the mem-107

ory effect. Potential applications include the design of108

early-warning systems in automotive sensing and plan-109

etary exploration.110

• High Spatial Resolution (see Fig. 1c): ToF-based ap-111

proaches produce low spatial resolutions (∼ cm). SWH112

provides the ability to resolve small features on ob-113

scured objects (up to < 1mm in our experiments) with-114

out requiring prior knowledge of the scattering geom-115

etry or attributes of the scattering medium such as the116

transmission matrix [32, 33]. Potential applications in-117

clude non-invasive imaging of blood vessels through118

tissue.119

• High Temporal Resolution (see Fig. 1d): ToF-based120

approaches require point-wise raster-scanning, while121

SWH provides the ability to recover holograms of the122

obscured object in a snapshot fashion using conven-123

tional focal plane array (FPA) technology. This al-124

lows to resolve object motion such as sensing cardiac125

arrhythmia’s through the chest, and remotely sensing126

surface motion of small planetary bodies [34].127

The mathematical principles underlying SWH are by no128

means restricted to the applications discussed above. The129

approach can be adapted to other NLoS imaging tasks in-130

cluding imaging through deep turbulence, fog and turbid wa-131

ters, imaging through optically opaque barriers such as the132

skull, or face identification around corners. The idea of utiliz-133

ing wavelength diversity to alleviate the effects of unwanted134

aberrations in the detection of electromagnetic signals has135

potential applications that go far beyond the original scope of136

NLoS imaging. We conclude this paper by discussing bene-137

fits of applying the SWH principle in a diverse set of appli-138

cation areas such as medical ultrasound, synchrotron X-ray139

diffraction imaging, and radio astronomy.140

Synthetic Wavelength Holography (SWH)141

Holographic approaches to imaging, including SWH, exploit142

the availability of a coherent source for illumination and in-143

terferometric sensing. Repeated scattering irreversibly ran-144

domizes the interference so that the speckle pattern recorded145

on the detector bears no resemblance to the macroscopic146

structure of the object.147

However, a small change in the interrogation wavelength148

produces a largely identical speckle pattern with residual149

changes in phase that encode the macroscopic structure of150

the obscured object [24, 25]. We exploit this fact to probe151

the scattering medium at two closely spaced wavelengths λ1152

and λ2, and record the emerging speckle fields E(λ1) and153

E(λ2), as illustrated in Fig. 2a. Computational mixing of154
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Fig. 2. Schematics of SWH for NLoS imaging around corners and NLoS imaging through scattering media. a) SWH image formation: A CW-tunable laser illuminates
the scene at two slightly different wavelength λ1 and λ2. Each field E(λ1), E(λ2) is subject to multiple scattering processes in or at the scatterer (which could be wall,
tissue, fog,...) and the rough object surface. The introduced maximal pathlength variation Ψmax leads to a complete randomization of E(λ1), E(λ2) when arriving at the
detector. However, computational mixing of the speckled fields E(λ1) ⋅E

∗
(λ2) =E(Λ), yields a complex-valued hologram of the object at a ’Synthetic Wavelength’ (SWL)

Λ = λ1 ⋅λ2
∣λ1−λ2 ∣ . The object is reconstructed by backpropagating E(Λ) with the SWL Λ. b) and c) Schematic setups for NLoS imaging around corners (b) and NLoS imaging

through scatterers (c) with the SWH principle: The sample beam illuminates a spot on the wall/scatterer (the ’Virtual Source’ VS), which scatters light towards the obscured
object. A small fraction of the light incident on the object is scattered back to the wall/scatterer where it hits the ‘Virtual Detector’ (VD). The VD is imaged by the camera,
meaning that the synthetic hologram is captured at the VD surface.

the fields E(λ1) ⋅E∗(λ2) = E(Λ), yields a complex-valued155

hologram of the object at the SWL Λ = λ1⋅λ2
∣λ1−λ2∣

(see Fig. 2a).156

For closely spaced optical wavelength λ1 and λ2, the SWL157

is orders of magnitude larger than λ1,λ2 so that the compu-158

tationally recovered field E(Λ) is robust to the deleterious159

effects of scattering. An image of the hidden object can be160

retrieved by numerical backpropagation of E(Λ) at the SWL161

Λ, as illustrated in Fig. 2a.162

The strikingly simple and computationally inexpensive163

strategy described above can significantly improve the vi-164

sual acuity of imaging systems confounded by scatter. The165

computational immunity to scatter afforded by the existence166

of spectral correlations, relies only on the wave nature of167

light. As a consequence, the principles underlying SWH can168

be readily extended to other wave phenomena such as radio169

waves and acoustic waves (ultrasound).170

Experimental Validation of SWH for Different171

NLoS Imaging Techniques172

’Looking around corners’.173

We use the scene arrangement depicted in Figure 2b to eluci-174

date the SWH principle and demonstrate the ability to record175

holograms of objects beyond the line-of-sight. The portions176

of the wall designated VS and VD are used to indirectly il-177

luminate the hidden object, intercept the scattered latent field178

and relay it towards a focal plane array (FPA) that records the179

scattered field. Details of the image acquisition process and180

the imaging apparatus are provided in the methods section181

and the supplementary material. An image of the obscured182

object is recovered as explained above, i.e., by mixing the183

scattered optical fields E(λ1) and E(λ2) and playing back184

the assembled synthetic wavelength hologramE(Λ) with the185

SWL Λ. The use of tunable lasers allows us to accommodate186

a variety of scattering scales by freely tuning the SWL over187

a wide interval ranging from hundreds of µm to hundreds188

of m.189

Figures 3a-e illustrate the phase of the computationally as-190

sembled synthetic wavelength hologram, for a specific set of191

SWLs. In each case, we are able to recover optical phase in-192

formation, despite the pronounced scattering at the wall and193

object surface. The outcome of back-propagating the syn-194

thetic holograms is shown in Figs. 3f-j. The results confirm195

the ability to recover an image of a small object, character ‘N’196

(dimensions 15mm× 20mm, see Fig. 3q) that is obscured197

from view. Furthermore, the phase information encapsulated198

in the synthetic hologram allows us to locate the hidden ob-199

ject within the obscured volume (illustrated in Fig. 5 and de-200

scribed later).201

Figures 3f-j confirm that the resolution of the reconstruc-202

tion improves with decreasing SWL Λ. This behavior is in203

agreement with results from classical holography. It implies204

that the synthetic wave, although a computational construct,205

has distinct characteristics that it shares with a physical wave206

at the respective wavelength Λ. The notion is corroborated in207

Fig. 3k-p wherein we attempt to localize a point-source ob-208

scured from view. It is observed that a diffraction limit may209

be ascribed to the computationally assembled synthetic holo-210

gram, in much the same manner as classical holography. The211

radius of the resulting ’Synthetic Diffraction Disc’ is given212

by:213

δx ≈Λ z

D
, (1)

where D is the diameter of the probing area at the VD, and214

z is the propagation distance to the object. The ratio D/2z215

defines the numerical aperture of the computational NLoS-216

imager. In the present example, a lateral resolution limit of217

δx = 800µm is reached for a SWL of Λ = 280µm. Details of218

the experiment are included in the methods section.219

The expression for the resolving power of SWH disclosed220
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Fig. 3. Experimental results for imaging around corners with SWH. a)-j) Imaging the character ‘N’ (∼ 15mm×20mm) at five different SWLs. a)-e) The phase of the
synthetic holograms at the VD surface. f)-j) Respective reconstructions. The resolution of the reconstructions increases with decreasing SWL. However, the speckle-artifacts
increase due to the decorrelation of the two optical fields at λ1 and λ2. k)-p) Reconstruction of an obscured point source for three different SWLs. k)-m) Phase of the
synthetic holograms at the VD surface. n)-p) Reconstruction of the ’synthetic diffraction disc’. As in classical optics, the disc size varies linearly with the wavelength (in this
case the SWL). The experimental value is close to the theoretical expectation. For p), the point source is reconstructed with sub-mm precision. q) Image of the targets used
in the experiments of this paper: Two characters ‘N’ and ‘U’ with dimensions ∼ 15mm×20mm (plus black mountings).

in Eq. 1, suggests that the resolution may be indefinitely im-221

proved by reducing the SWL Λ. This however is not the case.222

For increasingly small values of Λ, the reconstructions ex-223

hibit speckle-like artifacts (see e.g. Figs 3f-j). The artifacts224

are attributed to a loss in the spectral correlation of the scat-225

tered fields observed at λ1,λ2. The physical origins of this226

decorrelation are well documented in literature [31, 35–46].227

The supplementary material includes a derivation for the spe-228

cific case of ’looking around corners’.229

’Looking through scatter’ .230

The notion of exploiting spectral correlations for NLoS imag-231

ing is by no means restricted to the ’looking around corners’232

problem. To highlight the versatility of the SWH approach,233

we recover holograms of objects embedded beneath a scat-234

tering medium, as illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 2c. In235

a first set of measurements, we image the small character236

‘U’ (dimensions 15mm×20mm, see Fig. 3q) through a 220-237

grit diffuser (Fig. 4a top). The holographic reconstructions238

are displayed in Fig. 4b-e. As the SWL falls below 300µm,239

we begin to notice ’synthetic speckle’ artifacts in the recon-240

structed image, suggesting that wavelength separation has in-241

creased to the point that the captured optical holograms are242

uncorrelated for this specific scene.243

In a second set of experiments, we swap the diffuser in244

the imaging path with a 4mm thick milky white plastic245

plate. Figure 4a illustrates the impact of pronounced multiple246

scattering on the visibility of a checkerboard that is viewed247

through the plastic plate and the 220 grit ground glass dif-248

fuser. It is clear from the results of Figs. 4f-i that we are249

able to reconstruct the character ‘U’ for SWLs Λ ≥ 360µm.250

The results confirm the ability to recover image information251

at visibility levels that are far below the perceptual threshold,252

due in large part to scattering.253

A comparison of the reconstruction results for the plastic254

plate and the diffuser reveals only a marginal change in the255

smallest achievable SWL, as we switch from thin scattering256

surfaces to thick scattering media. The implications of this257
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Fig. 4. Experimental results for imaging through scattering media with SWH. A schematic of the experimental setup is available in Fig. 2c. a) Scatterers obscuring the
object: A 220 grit ground glass diffuser and a milky white plastic plate of ∼ 4mm thickness, both placed ∼ 1cm over a checker pattern to demonstrate the degradation in
visibility. b)-e) Reconstructions of measurements taken through the ground glass diffuser. f)-i) Reconstructions of measurements taken through the milky plastic plate. The
character can be reconstructed with impressive quality. The larger OPD in the plastic plate leads to greater decorrelation if the SWL is decreased.

observation are best understood by recognizing that the vis-258

ibility of ballistic light paths decays exponentially with the259

propagation distance through a scattering volume (in accor-260

dance with Beer’s law [47]).261

Synthetic Pulse Holography.262

The principles underlying the proposed SWH concept can be263

extended to include multiple illumination wavelengths. The264

resulting spectral diversity is expected to yield an improve-265

ment in the longitudinal resolution, in much the same man-266

ner as Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) [49–52] and267

White-Light Interferometry (WLI) [53, 54]. However, unlike268

OCT and WLI, we do not need to match the power and path-269

lengths in the two inteferometer arms.270

To demonstrate the improvement in longitudinal resolu-271

tion afforded by the use of multiple SWLs, we computa-272

tionally section a three-dimensional NLoS scene comprised273

of two previously introduced characters ‘N’ and ‘U’ (both274

15mm×20mm) that are offset in depth by ∆z ≈ 33mm. Us-275

ing a single SWL of Λ = 800µm it is possible to separate the276

characters laterally, but with limited longitudinal resolution,277

as shown in Figs. 5b-e. Since we have access to the complex-278

Fig. 5. Experimental Results for the generation of a ’synthetic pulse train’ with SHW. a) Target, consisting of two characters with a longitudinal separation of 33mm.
b)-e) Reconstruction of the characters, using onlyNΛ = 1 SWL (Λ = 0.8mm). Due to the properties of holographic backpropagation, a separation of the characters in depth
is not possible. f)-i) Reconstruction, calculated from coherent superposition of the backpropagated fields at NΛ = 23 SWLs. Letters are separable. The pulse distance of the
synthesized pulse train can be seen in (f) and (g).
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valued field information at each synthetic wavelength, it is279

possible to improve the longitudinal resolution of SWH by280

coherently combining the synthetic fields recorded at a mul-281

titude of synthetic wavelengths (NΛ = 23 in Fig. 5). The282

computational approach mimics scene interrogation by a pe-283

riodic pulse train, and the replicas observed in the reconstruc-284

tions of Fig. 5f and 5g are consistent with the periodicity of285

the computationally engineered pulse train (frequency offset286

of 25GHz corresponding to a depth ambiguity of 12mm).287

An unambiguous measurement range in excess of 33mm re-288

quires a frequency increment of ∼ 1GHz, which has been289

experimentally verified with our laser system as well. It is an-290

ticipated that locking the tunable laser source to a frequency291

ruler such as a frequency comb will further improve the lon-292

gitudinal resolution, due in large part to the precise phase293

relationship between the individual comb teeth [55–57].294

NLoS Wavefront Sensing.295

The experiments in SWH described thus far have restricted296

attention to recovering objects obscured by scattering me-297

dia. However, the principle underlying SWH, namely spec-298

tral correlations in scattered light, is rather general and has299

broader appeal. We demonstrate the ability to recover resid-300

ual phase variations in the wavefronts emerging from a volu-301

metric scattering sample. The data for this experiment where302

captured by the authors of [48] without the original intention303

to be used for our approach. Details of the experimental ap-304

paratus are available in Kadobianskyi et.al. [48]. The authors305

recorded speckle fields emerging from 720µm (Fig. 6a,b) and306

1080µm (Fig. 6d,e) thick scattering samples with a scattering307

mean free path of 90µm. In each case, the sample is inter-308

rogated by a quasi-monochromatic collimated beam at 801309

equally spaced wavelength steps spanning the range 690nm310

to 940nm. By computationally mixing speckle holograms311

recorded at adjacent wavelengths, we are able to identify a312

hologram at the SWL of Λ = 2.1mm. Results from the ex-313

periment are shown in Fig. 6. The phase of the synthetic314

hologram exhibits a distinct spatial structure that is consis-315

tent with the observation of interference fringes due to inter-316

reflections between the laser aperture and a polarized beam317

splitter in the illumination path; according to the authors318

of [48]. It is worth emphasizing that the wavefront sensing319

approach described above, relies only on the scattered light320

paths as the ballistic paths are expected to be extinguished by321

factors of 10−8 and 10−12 in the 720µm and 1080µm sample322

respectively.323

Discussion and Conclusion324

The present work combines the expressive power of holog-325

raphy with spectral correlations in scattered light to tackle326

the challenging problem of NLoS imaging. Using only a327

small probing area (58mm×58mm in our experiments), we328

are able to recover a high-resolution (up to < 1mm) holo-329

graphic representation of obscured objects, over a hemispher-330

ical FoV. The technique is robust enough to accommodate331

different NLoS imaging scales (looking around corners to332

looking through fog) and scattering geometries (scattering at333

multiple interfaces to volumetric scatter).334

The use of continuous wave sources at different wave-335

lengths allowed us to bypass the need for ultrafast sources336

(picosecond pulses) and fast detectors (SPAD detectors,337

streak cameras), both of which are routinely employed in338

competing NLoS approaches. The use of full-field focal339

plane arrays additionally allowed us to bypass the need for340

raster scanning in ToF based NLoS schemes.341

The SWH approach, however, is not without limitations,342

chief of which is the inability to recover phase information343

when the optical fields at the two wavelengths E(λ1) and344

E(λ2) are uncorrelated. It manifests as speckle-like artifacts345

in the reconstructed images at the SWL (’synthetic speckle’),346

such as those observed in Figs. 3j and 4i. The problem may347

be avoided by judicious selection of the interrogation wave-348

lengths λ1,λ2. It is observed that phase fluctuations ex-349

Fig. 6. Experimental Results for Wavefront sensing through scatterers with SWH. The data for this experiment where captured by the authors of [48] without the intention
to be used for our approach. Nevertheless, our SHW reconstruction mechanism is able to recover residual phase variations in speckled wavefronts emerging from volumetric
scattering samples. a) and b) Scattered (speckled) phasemaps after the volumetric scattering sample with thickness L = 720µm and scattering mean free path `s = 90µm
for two different wavelengths λ1 = 690.00nm and λ1 = 690.23nm. c) Calculated synthetic phase map for Λ = 2.1mm. d)-f) Same experiment with scatterer of different
thickness (L = 1080µm) and optical wavelengths λ1 = 690.23nm and λ1 = 690.46nm.
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ceeding the SWL may be unambiguously recovered if the350

largest wavefront error Ψmax introduced during light trans-351

port through the scattering scene fulfills a Rayleigh Quarter352

Wavelength criterion (RQWR [58]) for the SWL, i.e.,353

Ψmax ≤ Λ
4

(2)

The wavefront error Ψmax represents the worst-case spread354

in the physical lengths of scattered light paths that share a355

common source location, object location and detector pixel.356

For surface scattering processes, the spread in path lengths is357

limited by 2σh, where σh represents the RMS surface rough-358

ness (see Eq. 40 in supplementary material). This is demon-359

strated experimentally in Fig. 4b-e. Using knowledge of the360

surface roughness of the 220 grit diffuser and the experimen-361

tal geometry, we estimate Ψmax to be 65µm. Speckle ar-362

tifacts are observed when Λ approaches 4Ψmax, consistent363

with the RQWR.364

The supplementary material puts forth mathematical argu-365

ments supporting the existence of RQWR (Eq. 2) for a sin-366

gle realization of a scattering surface (see Section 1.6). The367

analysis shows how the RQWR fundamentally limits perfor-368

mance of a large class of NLoS imagers, including ToF tech-369

niques. Furthermore, the analysis may be generalized to in-370

clude volumetric scatter by adopting a diffusive approach to371

light propagation [45]. It is observed that the spread in path372

lengths as determined by the ratio of the squared thickness of373

the mediumL2 to the transport mean free path `∗, plays a role374

analogous to the RMS roughness σh of scattering surfaces.375

The principal distinction between scattering at discrete in-376

terfaces such as walls and continuous scattering through a377

volume, lies in the scale of wavefront error Ψmax. For in-378

stance, the typical wavefront error Ψmax for ’imaging around379

corners’ is less than 1 millimeter, several centimeters for380

imaging through tissue, and many meters for long-range381

imaging through fog. It is expected that diffusive scatter over382

long propagation distances will severely limit the maximal383

achievable resolution. In the specific case of imaging through384

fog, we anticipate that the time-gating ability of FMCW Li-385

DAR [59] may be combined with SWH to see farther with386

a higher resolution than is otherwise possible. In the case of387

imaging through tissue, it is anticipated that ultrasound fo-388

cusing aids may be combined with SWH to see farther into389

the brain with a higher resolution than is currently possible.390

The notion of SWH as demonstrated in this paper has a391

broad range of applications including imaging through ob-392

scurants, fog, smoke, tissue, bone, face detection around cor-393

ners, or ’pseudo-endoscopic’ defect detection of mechanical394

assemblies during operation. These applications largely re-395

strict attention to optical carrier frequencies. However, the396

true potential of our approach can be unlocked by trans-397

ferring the notion to other wave phenomena. For instance,398

we envision the possibility of adapting the SWH principle399

to ultrasound imaging of biological features embedded deep400

within layers of tissue. Another example is coherent X-ray401

diffraction imaging of specimens embedded in thick, inho-402

mogeneous samples. In both the examples, SWH has the po-403

tential to decouple the resolution of the reconstruction (de-404

termined by the ’Synthetic Frequency’) from the penetra-405

tion depth (determined by the carrier frequency). We also406

envision the use of SWH in repurposing radio antenna ar-407

rays (e.g., the VLA) for space-based astronomical imaging at408

microwave and radio frequencies through dense atmosphere,409

and possibly below the surface of a planet for remote geolog-410

ical exploration. Using photonic mixers driven by continu-411

ous wave laser sources, it may be possible to simultaneously412

probe both optical reflectance and spectroscopic information413

of specimens by sensing THz synthetic wavelengths with op-414

tical detection techniques coupled together with direct sens-415

ing of THz electromagnetic signals. Moreover, we believe416

that the SWH concept has huge potential for Material Sci-417

ence, may it be to see deeper through materials or for the pre-418

cise analysis of inhomogeneous or multi-layered structures.419

There is much to be gained from exploiting spectral corre-420

lations in coherent light transport. Examining the SWH ap-421

proach through the lens of Gabor holography provides newer422

insights into its operation and scope. Gabor originally con-423

ceived holography as a two-step process that involved record-424

ing an electron wave hologram and subsequently replaying it425

via optical diffraction. SWH can be interpreted as a general-426

ization of Gabor’s original analysis/synthesis technique, with427

an additional computation step. We hope that this novel view428

of SWH will help usher a diverse array of new research di-429

rections, in much the same manner as the invention of holog-430

raphy did decades ago.431
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Methods432

Formation of a synthetic wavelength hologram. The433

wavefront aberration correction step adopted in SWH draws434

inspiration from multi-wavelength interferometry on rough435

surfaces [35–37]. The process illustrated in the right half436

of Fig. 2a involves recording speckle fields E(λ1),E(λ2)437

at two closely spaced illumination wavelengths. Due to the438

stochastic nature of light scattering, the phase φ(λ1),φ(λ2)439

of each field separately is completely randomized and bears440

no resemblance to the macroscopic structure of the object. If441

however, the illumination beams at the two wavelengths orig-442

inate from the same source position (such as from a single443

fiber) and the inhomogeneities in the scattering medium are444

quasi-static, then the fields incident on the detector are highly445

correlated. This is because the light at the two wavelengths446

traverses nearly identical ray paths and experiences nearly447

identical path length fluctuations. This assumption and ob-448

servation forms the basis of our computational approach to449

accommodating scattering where we correlate the complex-450

valued fields to recover the synthetic hologram E(Λ) =451

E(λ1)E∗(λ2), with Λ = λ1λ2
∣λ1−λ2∣

. It can be shown (see sup-452

plementary material) that the residual phase fluctuations in453

the synthetic hologram, given by φ(Λ) =φ(λ1)−φ(λ2), pre-454

serves phase variations at scales equal or larger than the SWL455

Λ, and is robust to speckle artifacts. However, the magnitude456

of the SWH, given by ∣E(Λ)∣ = ∣E(λ1)∣ ⋅ ∣E(λ2)∣, still ex-457

hibits speckle artifacts (see e.g. Fig. 2a).458

Interferometer design and lock-in detection of the syn-459

thetic hologram. In practice, poor signal-to-background or460

signal-to-noise ratios, or both, can limit our ability to mea-461

sure objects at the smallest possible SWL that is defined by462

the RQWR (Eq. 2). Interferometric approaches exploiting463

frequency heterodyning have particularly advantageous prop-464

erties with respect to this problem. The principal benefit of465

adopting these approaches to record holograms is the ability466

to exploit the heterodyne gain [60] afforded by the use of a467

strong reference beam, whose baseband optical frequency is468

slightly detuned from the frequency of light in the object arm.469

The difference in frequency νm is chosen in the RF frequency470

range (3kHz for our experiments) and realized by using a471

cascade of acousto-optic or electro-optic modulators (AOM472

or EOM). Figs. 4 a and b in the supplementary material de-473

pict the two interferometer designs that we use to acquire the474

holograms at the two optical wavelengths. Each design is an475

adaptation of a Michelson Interferometer, and incorporates a476

small difference νm in the baseband frequency of light in the477

two arms of the interferometer. It is emphasized that the RF478

modulation frequency νm is fully decoupled from the choice479

of SWL (and therefore from the resolution of our method!),480

and can be chosen independent of the SWL.481

A Lock-In Focal Plane Array camera (LI-FPA) [61] capa-482

ble of synchronously demodulating the received irradiance483

at each detector pixel, is operated to detect the RF frequency484

νm. The process directly yields the interferogram at the485

SWL Λ. The method avoids the need for time consuming486

raster scanning as necessary in ToF-based techniques, and487

phase-shifting of the optical signal. It also vastly improves488

the Signal-to-Background ratio of our measurements by489

suppressing the unmodulated ambient illumination. The490

Heliotis C3 LI-FPA [61] used in our experiments yields a491

300× 300 pix image per measurement. The exposure time492

of each measurement is texp = 23ms corresponding to 70493

cycles of the RF frequency νm = 3kHz. Two independently494

tunable narrow linewidth CW lasers (Toptica DFB pro495

855nm) are used to illuminate and interrogate the scene. The496

center wavelength of each laser is 855nm, and the maximum497

tuning range is ∼ 2.6nm. This allows us to achieve SWLs498

Λ ⪆ 300µm, corresponding to a beat frequencies ⪅ 1THz.499

500

The holograms in our proof-of-principle experiments were501

recorded using two specific heterodyne interferometer ar-502

chitectures: a Dual-Wavelength Heterodyne Interferometer503

(Fig. 4 a in the supplementary material), and a Superhetero-504

dyne Interferometer (Fig. 4 b in the supplementary material).505

The Dual-Wavelength Heterodyne Interferometer is preferred506

when light loss in the interferometer should be minimized,507

which is important for many NLoS applications. Light from508

the two lasers operating at λ1,λ2 are coupled together, be-509

fore being split into the reference and sample arm. The ref-510

erence arm is additionally modulated by νm = 3kHz, using a511

cascade of two fiber AOM’s. During acquisition, each laser512

is shuttered independently and the lock-in camera records513

the holograms at the two optical wavelengths, in a time-514

sequential manner. The LI-FPA provides two images: In-515

Phase (I) and Quadrature (Q), each of which represents the516

real and imaginary parts of the speckle fields incident on517

the image sensor. The expression for the I- and Q-images518

recorded by the LI-FPA for the wavelength λn is:519

II(λn) =An cos(φ(λn))
IQ(λn) =An sin(φ(λn)) ,

(3)

where An is the amplitude at λn and φ(λn) is the difference520

in the phase of light in the object and reference arms. Please521

note that Eq. 3 omits any reference to spatial locations, in522

the interest of clarity. Subsequently, the synthteic hologram523

E(Λ) is assembled as follows:524

E(Λ) =[II(λ1)+ iIQ(λ1)] ⋅ [II(λ2)+ i ⋅IQ(λ2)]∗
=A1A2 exp(i(φ(λ1)−φ(λ2))´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶

φ(Λ)

) (4)

An attractive feature of the time-sequential approach to holo-525

gram acquisition described above is that it does not re-526

quire the use of two tunable lasers. Identical results can be527

achieved with one laser that is tuned between the two mea-528

surements. Possible extensions include: one tunable and one529

fixed wavelength laser, and one fixed wavelength laser that530

is split in two arms, one of which includes an additional fre-531

quency modulator.532

Unfortunately, the simplicity of the time-sequential ap-533

proach comes at the expense of increased sensitivity to ob-534
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ject motion between measurements, and time-varying fluctu-535

ations in the environmental conditions. Increased robustness536

to these fluctuations is afforded by the Superheterodyne In-537

terferometer design, wherein light from both lasers is used538

to simultaneously illuminate the target and scene. A possible539

realization is shown in Fig. 4b of the supplementary material:540

each laser beam is split into two arms, where one of which is541

independently modulated with an AOM. The RF drive fre-542

quencies for AOMs 1A and 1B (see Fig. 4 b in the supple-543

mentary material) are identically set to νAOM1, but include544

a phase offset ∆ϕAOM that is user controlled. Light leaving545

the two AOMs is combined and modulated with a third AOM546

(frequency νAOM2), which produces the desired modulation547

frequency νm = νAOM1 − νAOM2 = 3kHz. The expression548

for the I- and Q-images (In-Phase and Quadrature) recorded549

by the LI-FPA after locking in at νm are:550

II(λ1,λ2) =A1 cos(φ(λ1)+∆ϕAOM)+A2 cos(φ(λ2))
IQ(λ1,λ2) =A1 sin(φ(λ1)+∆ϕAOM)+A2 sin(φ(λ2))

(5)

The synthetic hologram E(Λ) is assembled by calculating:551

I2
I +I2

Q

=A2
1+A2

2+A1A2 cos(φ(λ1)−φ(λ2)´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
φ(Λ)

)+∆ϕAOM)

(6)

The synthetic phase map is eventually recovered from the552

interferograms recorded with three or more phase shifts553

∆ϕAOM introduced between measurements. It should be554

emphasized that the use of two tunable lasers is also not a pre-555

requisite for this approach. Identical results can be achieved556

with one fixed and one tuned laser, or similar combinations557

discussed above. The principal benefit of the Superhetero-558

dyne approach is the robustness to environmental fluctuations559

and object motion. However, it requires an additional AOM560

and fiber splitters that significantly reduce the available out-561

put power compared to the Dual Wavelength Heterodyne In-562

terferometer discussed previously. The loss of power presents563

light throughput challenges for NLoS experiments that are in-564

trinsically light starved.565

In practice, there exists a trade-off between light through-566

put and robustness to environmental fluctuations, which de-567

pends on a multiple factors including stand-off distance, re-568

flectivity of the involved surfaces, and laser power.569

Reference beam injection with reduced radiometric570

losses. The reference beam required for interferometric571

sensing of the speckle fields at the optical wavelengths is di-572

rected towards the lock-in FPA. In one possible embodiment,573

a lensed fiber needle (WT&T Inc.) positioned in the front574

focal plane of the imaging optic (see Fig. 4 f in the sup-575

plementary material) produces a near planar reference beam576

on the FPA. The use of a lensed fiber provides two distinct577

advantages over a beam-splitter: (1) the imaging optic can578

be directly threaded to the camera (eliminates the need for579

inserting beam splitter between optic and sensor) and easily580

swapped during operation, and (2) improved light throughput581

(see Tab. 1).582

Light Loss in: Reference Beam Sample Beam
Lensed Fiber Needle ∼ 30% ∼ 0%
50/50 Beam Splitter ∼ 50% ∼ 50%

Table 1. Light loss at combination of reference and sample arm: Lensed fiber
needle vs. conventional 50/50 beam splitter

Experimental setup and image formation for reflec-583

tive NLoS imaging (’looking around corners’). The ex-584

perimental apparatus schematically displayed in Fig. 2b, and585

shown in Fig. 4 c of the supplementary material is used to586

demonstrate the ability of SWH to discern objects obscured587

from view, in this case a cutout of the character ‘N’ with588

dimensions ∼ 20mm× 15mm. The size of the object was589

deliberately chosen to be smaller than the typical size of a590

resolution cell (∼ 2cm) in competing wide-field ToF-based591

approaches. The disadvantage when using a small object is592

that it emits less light than the background. The problem is593

additionally compounded by the limited laser power in the594

object arm (about 30mW ). In an effort to bypass these engi-595

neering limitations, we glued a thin sheet of silver foil to the596

sandblasted (280 grit) surface of the object ’N’ and repeated597

the process for the VS surface. An image of object ’N’ under598

ambient light can be seen in Fig. 3q. The fields reflected by599

these materials are fully developed speckle patterns. The VD600

wall surface is constructed from a standard dry-wall panel601

that has been painted white (Beer Eggshell paint).602

Our approach to reflective NLoS imaging relies on the603

availability of an intermediary scattering surface (such as the604

wall in Fig. 2b) that serves to indirectly illuminate the ob-605

scured target and intercept the light scattered by the target.606

Accordingly, the intermediary surface may be viewed as a607

Virtualized Source (VS) of illumination and a Virtualized De-608

tector (VD) for the obscured object.609

Laser light from the physical source (at wavelengths λ1610

and λ2) is directed towards the VS surface using a focusing611

optic. This light is scattered by the VS surface so as to illu-612

minate the obscured object with a fully developed objective613

speckle pattern. A fraction of the light incident on the ob-614

scured object is redirected towards the VD surface. A second615

scattering event at the VD surface directs a tiny fraction of616

the object light towards the collection aperture, and subse-617

quently the LI-FPA. The speckle fields impinging on the LI-618

FPA are synchronously demodulated to recover the real and619

imaginary parts of the holograms at the optical wavelengths620

λ1 and λ2. Each of these holograms is additionally subject621

to diffraction due to the finite collection aperture. However,622

the diffraction effects are observed at optical wavelengths and623

have little impact on the SWL Λ. After assembling the syn-624

thetic hologram, the hidden object can be reconstructed by625

backpropagating the synthetic hologram, using a propagator626

(Free-Space propagator) at the SWL Λ. In the shown experi-627

ments, we used an angular spectrum propagator.628
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Figure 3 includes the result of processing the NLoS mea-629

surements acquired using the experimental setup of Fig. 2b.630

The measurements were captured at different SWLs ranging631

from 280µm to 2.6mm. Figure 3 shows five exemplary re-632

sults for Λ = 1.30mm, Λ = 920µm, Λ = 610µm, Λ = 560µm633

and Λ = 440µm. The phase of the synthetic hologram asso-634

ciated with each SWL is shown in Fig. 3 a-e. The phasemaps635

have been low-pass filtered with kernel size ≈ Λ for better636

visualization.637

As discussed previously, the reconstruction resolution im-638

proves with decreasing SWL. However, decreasing the SWL639

leads to an increased spectral decorrelation of the speckle640

fields at the two optical wavelengths. The decorrelation man-641

ifests as excessive phase fluctuations in the SWH, which in642

turn produces increased speckle artifacts in the reconstructed643

images. The problem can be mitigated (to an extent) by ex-644

ploiting speckle diversity at the VS, specifically by averag-645

ing over multiple speckle realizations of the virtualized il-646

lumination. In our experiment, we realized the speckle di-647

versity by small movements of the VS position. The image648

insets in Figure 3f-j represent the result of incoherent averag-649

ing (intensity-averaging) of the backpropagated images, for650

5 different VS positions. The improvement in reconstruction651

quality comes at the expense of increased number of mea-652

surements, but not unlike competing ToF-based approaches653

(e.g. > 20.000 VS positions are used in [17]). The distinction654

is that we need far fewer images. We conclude our discussion655

by observing that for static objects, the reconstruction qual-656

ity may be further improved by increasing the number of VS657

positions used to realize speckle diversity.658

Synthetic diffraction discs and lateral resolution. As659

seen in Figs. 3f-j, the resolution of the NLoS reconstruction660

improves with decreasing SWL Λ. This behavior is in com-661

plete agreement with results from classical holography. The662

diffraction limited resolution (minimum resolvable spot ra-663

dius δx) of SWH can be quantified using Eq. 1, which suc-664

cinctly captures the relationship between the SWL Λ and the665

highest resolution that can be achieved. A smaller SWL is666

clearly desirable since it leads to higher resolution or allows667

for a smaller VD surface (probing area) while keeping the668

resolution constant. We experimentally validate the above669

claim (and Eq. 1) by localizing a point-like source in the670

hidden volume, using a VD diameter of only D = 58mm.671

An exposed fiber connector positioned z = 95mm behind the672

VD surface serves as a point-source. Holograms at the VD673

surface acquired with multiple optical wavelengths are pro-674

cessed to recover a multitude of synthetic holograms, each of675

which is digitally replayed to recover an image of the point-676

source. The experimentally observed spot sizes or ’synthetic677

diffraction discs’, shown in Figs 3n-p, are consistent with the-678

oretical predictions (red circles, calculated from Eq. 1), and679

increase with increasing SWL. For a SWL of 280µm, we are680

able to achieve sub-millimeter resolution around the corner.681

Experimental setup and image formation for transmis-682

sive NLoS imaging. The experimental apparatus schemat-683

ically displayed in Fig. 2c is used to demonstrate the abil-684

ity of SWH to image through scattering media. In a first685

experiment, we illuminate and image the character ‘U’ (see686

Fig. 3q) through an optically rough ground glass diffuser (220687

grit). The geometry is unlike other transmission mode ex-688

periments wherein the object is illuminated directly [27] or689

sandwiched between two diffusers. The current choice of ge-690

ometry is deliberate and designed to mimic the imaging of691

a target embedded in a scattering medium. Measurements692

were acquired for different SWLs ranging from 280µm to693

2.6mm. Figures 4b-e show four exemplary reconstructions694

for Λ = 1.30mm, Λ = 920µm, Λ = 360µm, and Λ = 280µm.695

In each instance, we incoherently averaged the reconstruc-696

tion results for two VS positions. A comparison of the im-697

age insets in Figures 4 confirms the increased decorrelation698

for decreasing SWL. As discussed previously, the wavefront699

error for the diffuser is estimated to be Ψ ≈ 65µm, and the700

results for Λ = 280µm demonstrate performance close to the701

limit expressed by Eq. 2 .702

In a second experiment the ground glass diffuser within703

the imaging path is swapped with a milky plastic plate of704

∼ 4mm thickness. The plastic plate exhibits pronounced mul-705

tiple scattering, representative of imaging through volumetric706

scatter. Figure 4a compares the visibility of a checkerboard707

viewed through the 220 grit ground glass diffuser and the708

plastic plate. In both cases, the checkerboard is positioned709

1cm under the scattering plate and viewed under ambient il-710

lumination. It is evident from Figure 4a that the visibility of711

the checkerboard pattern is vastly diminished when viewed712

through the plastic plate, whereas the pattern is still visible713

when viewed through the diffuser.714

Figure 4f-i shows reconstruction results for the same715

character ‘U’ as imaged through the plastic plate, for the716

same set of SWLs as the diffuser. In each instance, we717

incoherently averaged the reconstruction results for two718

VS positions. The character is reconstructed with high719

fidelity despite pronounced multiple scattering, suggesting720

the potential of SWH for imaging through volumetric scatter.721

A comparison of the image insets in Figures 4 confirms the722

diminished fidelity of imaging through volumetric scattering723

when compared to surface scatter.724

725
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